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MS14.01.06 TIME-RESOLVED SAXS TECHNIQUE FOR 
STUDYING BLOCK COPOLYMERS UNDER SHEAR DE
FORMATION. S. Suehiro, K. Saijo, T. Seto, M. Kakiuchi, T. 
Hashimoto, Department of Polymer Chemistry, Kyoto Univer
sity, Kyoto 606-01, Japan, andY. Amemiya, Photon Factory, Na
tional Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Tsukuba 305, Japan. 

The investigation of pattem formation in block copolymers has 
become a fascinating research topic in statistical mechanics of com
plex fluids in recent years. In-situ, time-resolved scatte1ing experi
ments under shear are essential to understanding the structural mecha
nisms of shear deformation of block copolymers and other 
mesostructured mate1ials, owing to the fact that such systems are 
expected to have numerous kinds of microscopic responses to ap
plied stress. 

A synclu·otron-radiation dynamic small-angle X -ray scatte1ing 
(SR-DSAXS) system has been developed at the Photon Factory, 
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Japan, in collabora
tion with the Department of Polymer Chemistry, Kyoto University, 
Japan, utilizing an imaging plate (IP) as a two-dimensional X ray 
detecting system, and a hydraulic d!iving system as a sample defor
mation device in order to study time-resolved structural changes in 
polymer specimens, especially block copolymers, subjected to a 
mechanical stimulus. 

The specimen is sandwiched between two metal plates and sub
jected to a large amplitude oscillatory shear strain. The time re
solved small-angle X -ray detecting system consists of an IP mounted 
on a YZ stage dliven by a pair of stepping motors and an intelligent 
stepping motor controller. There is a 100 mm x 100 mm square 
aperture for the scattered X -rays in front of the IP stage. An IP ( 400 
mm x 200 1m11 in size) divided into eight sections (100 nun x 100 
nun) is used for detecting the SAXS patterns. Each section is moved 
to the position of the ape1ture in turn by the two stepping motors to 
record the X-ray pattern. The time required for the translational 
movement of the IP stage along the Y-a;-.;:is or the Z-axis is ca. 0.5 sf 
100 nun. Therefore, tllis system can follow tl1e change of structures 
at a mesoscopic level on a time scale as short as one second. DSAXS 
studies were pelformed on polystyrene-block poly( ethylene-all-pro
pylene) copolymers concerning tl1e dynamic deforn1ation of a body
centered-cubic (bee) lattice of sphe1ical microdomains, as well as 
the dynamic orientation and deformation of alternating lamellar 
microdomains, under a large oscillatory shear deforn1ation. 

PS14.01.07 SCATTERING STUDIES OF FRACTAL 
SCALING IN POLYMER BLENDS. G. Beaucage*, S. K. 
Sukumaran, Department of Materials Science and Engineeling, 
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0012. 

A fundamental approach to tl1e inclusion of fractal concepts in 
polymer thennodynamics will be presented. Fractal scaling effects 
in polymer blends will be demonstrated tl1rough small-angle neutron 
and X-ray data. Fractals offer a natural lexicon for the desc1iption of 
polyme1ic structures. In spite of this, the incorporation of fi·actals 
into thermodynamic models for polymers has been mostly 
overlooked. We propose that a manifestation of this is tl1e intr·oduction 
of composition and molecular weight dependencies in tl1e second 
vilial coefficient or the associated Flory interaction paran1eter as 
measured by small-angle scatteling. We have modified Flory's lattice 
approach to polymer blends to account for changes in tl1e fi·actal 
dimension through tl1e entropy of mixing. This allows for a simple 
desc1iption of global components of entr·opy in polymer blends and 
solutions. Our approach is particularly suited to scattering 
measurements since tl1e mass fi·actal dimension is directly obtained 
as the negative of the slope for a power-law regime sparming several 
decades in q for common polymer blends. In addition to solvent 
quality; topology, orientation and pressure will shift the fractal 

dimension in predictable ways. If these deviations of the Ji"actal dimension 
are ignored in them10dynamic approaches, Wlexpected dependencies of 
the interaction pm·an1eter on composition, moleculm· weight, topology, 
strain and even scatte1ing vector cm1 result. Om· modified Flory-Huggins 
approach can be used to desc1ibe composition dependencies in the non
combinatmial entmpy term of the interaction pmameter by compmison 
with Flory's equation for the fi·ee energy. Calculations using tl1is approach 
agree witl1 previous neutron scatte1ing measurements by Wignall m1d 
Bates in PS/dPS. Tims, tliis approach cm1 be used to cmTect eiTors in 
p1ior efforts using Gaussian scaling. Moreover, by directly treating 
scattering data using our approach, unexpected composition m1d moleculm· 
weight dependencies can be removed from tl1e interaction pru·mneter 
retuming it to the simple local site-site pru·an1eter forwliich it was intended. 

PS14.01.08 SMALL ANGLE SCATTERING WITH 
POLARIZED NEUTRONS : A NEW SPECTROMETER AT 
ORPHEE. H. G!attli, M. Eisenkremer and C.Fermon, DRECAM/ 
SPEC. CEA Saclay, France, M.Pinot, LLB, CEA-CNRS, France 

A spectrometer for small <mgle scattering witl1 polmised neutr·onos 
has been installed at tl1e ORPHEE reactor. It uses a beam of 8.0±0.5 A 
deviated fi·om tl1e cold neutron guide G5 by Ni-Ti multilayers m1d polruized 
by a supemlinm: After a collimation length of7m, tl1e neutTon intensity 
at tl1e san1ple is 1.5.1 05 n I cm2/s. Due to space liniitations, tl1e position 
sensitive detector is placed outside tl1e vacuum tru1k. T!Iis liniits the 
sample-to-detector distances to discrete 1m-steps fi·om 0.8 to 3.8 m. 

The inconve1Iiance of a fixed wavelengtl1 ru1d wavelength-spread 
is counterbalm1ced by a simple ru1d economical design witl1 no need for a 
velocity selector or a wliite beru11 at a guide end. A superconducting 
magnet witl1 a homogeneous ho1izontc1l field of3 .5 T ru1d a clilution inse11 
wllich cools a 4He-filled sample cavity to 0.2 K makes tliis spectrometer 
pmticulm·ly suited for studies of spin contrast vm·iation using dynaniic 
nuclem· polmization. Exan1ples of polruization-dependent scattering fi·om 
polymers m·e shovm to demonstTate tl1e power of t!Iis metl10d. 

Polmized neutrons m·e also m1 advm1tage in studying magnetic 
nm1osize magnetism. The nuclem·-magnetic interference tenn is then 
simply tl1e difference between np m1d down scattering. Some exrunples 
of magnetic small ru1gle scattering will be given. 

PS14.01.09 WIDE-BANDPASS "MULTILAYER" MONO
CHROMATOR FOR SMALL ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING 
AND FIBER DIFFRACTION STUDIES ON BIOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS. H. Tsuruta, T.C. Irvingtt, H.W. Tompkins, Z.U. Rek, 
S. Brennan, K.O. Hodgson. SSRLISLAC, Stanford University; 
BioCAT, Illinois Institute of Technologytt. 

We have utilized a "multilayer" monochromator (a pair oflayered 
syntl1etic microstmctmes) in small-m1gle x-ray scatte1ing m1d diffraction 
studies ofbiological mate1ials. Mm1y biological applications of the small 
m1gle scatte1ing tecluiique, in pmticulm· time-resolved studies, me often 
liniited by the flux incident on tl1e sm11ple. The wider energy bm1dpass of 
the multilayer monochromator cm1 provide a liigher bemn flux by up to 
two orders of mag11itude as compm·ed witl1 that of tl1e typical Si(lll) 
double-c1ystal monochromators used at synchrotron bem11lines. On Beam 
Line 4-2 at tl1e Stru1ford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratmy, we have 
implemented two types of multilayers Mo/C m1d Mo/B4C in tl1e stm1-
dmd SSRL monochromator tm1k for tl1e studies of x-ray fiber diffraction 
m1d solution scatte1ing. In tl1e fiber diffi·action experiments, a pair of the 
latter type of multilayers provided ~ 1012 photons/s in tl1e bem11 size 0.6 
Illi11 x 1.5 nun (FWHM) at photon beru11 energy 9 ke V, m1 increase of a 
factor of~ 10 over Si(lll) in tl1e san1e configmation. We observed no 
significm1t smeruing or effects of increased bem11 divergence due to tl1e 
wide energy bm1dpass in fiber diffTaction patterns m1d low-ru1gle resolu
tion in solution scatte1ing was likewise unaffected. TI1ese results demon
str·ate significant advru1tages of tl1e multilayer monochromators over Si 
ciystc'll monochromators for non-c1ystalline biological x-ray diffraction 
applications. 


